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ABSTRACT

Making effective use of data generated from players interacting with games (often via playtesting to improve game quality)
is a challenging task since the datasets are often mixed and
very large. To address this, various visualization techniques
have been introduced to help game developers cope with the
data. However, there is a gap in research concerning the impact
of different visual designs on the interpretation of gameplay
data. In this paper, we propose four alternative visual designs
of an aggregated visualization and assess how professional
game developers interpret the data differently due to changes
in the visual designs. Our results provide an understanding
and a supporting argument about the impact of the visual properties transparency and shading (both positive and negative) on
the interpretation of the represented data. This is an important
contribution to the field of Games User Research given the
current move towards data-informed decision making and the
popularity of data visualizations.
CCS Concepts

•Applied computing → Computer games; •Humancentered computing → Information visualization; Empirical studies in visualization;
Author Keywords
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INTRODUCTION

The overarching goal of Games User Research (GUR) is to
identify issues and opportunities for improvements of games in
production and, in turn, using these findings to help shape players’ experience. Practitioners within GUR employ a variety of
user research methods and techniques such as questionnaires,
surveys, analytics, observational research, semi-structured interviews, and biometrics, among others, to collect data and
evaluate player experience [17]. This data needs to be analyzed and converted to actionable reports to provide developers
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insight about the players’ experience throughout the development cycle, enabling adjustments to the game to better cater to
its intended design visions, as well as to allow for maintenance
and continuous improvement of the game after release.
While researchers argue that utilizing mixed-methods (such as
triangulating avatar movement data, players’ interview comments, and physiological data) could lead to a more accurate
understanding of player experience [18] and more specific suggestions for improving games [8], the underlying data types
(a mixture of quantitative and qualitative data) and the vast
amount of data to be analyzed and reported pose significant
challenges in this domain. Over the last few years, many
projects have been introduced in GUR that aimed to address
these key challenges. For example, Mirza-Babaei et al. [18]
proposed a visualization technique that aims to combine the
player’s physiological data with observational data. However,
their approach is limited as it only visualizes data from a single
player. Other similar projects (such as [7] and [19]) aimed
to combine player movement data, physiological data, and
verbal comments but they are all only focused on displaying
individual data and thus are prone to overplotting and clutter. More recently various aggregated data visualizations have
been proposed (e.g., [2, 22, 34]), however, these projects fall
short in investigating the impact of different visual designs on
their visualizations.
While the above mentioned projects have made progress in
this domain, it is important to keep in mind that the visual design used to convey the data affects humans’ ability to derive
insights and draw conclusions. Hence, it is critical to study
the impact of different visual design alternatives of the same
visualization. An inappropriate visual design can be misleading and thus have a huge influence on how the visualization
is interpreted by developers. Moreover, this is a complex endeavour as the impact of different visual designs needs to be
evaluated within the context of the whole visualization.
While the role of visual design in creating effective and readable data representations has long been recognized in the field
of information visualization (e.g., [1, 21]), it is an unaddressed
area in GUR. To start closing this gap in the literature, this
paper presents a first study into this subject. We build and
expand on our previous work [34] in which we compared aggregated and non-aggregated visualizations of playtesting data
by further investigating the impact of different visual designs
on the interpretation of aggregated visualizations, specifically
color-coded map overlays.
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We show how changes in visual properties (in particular shading and transparency) affect users’ perception and interpretation of the same visualization. Given the current direction in
GUR towards utilizing big datasets and the need for aggregated visualization for this purpose, our paper makes important
contributions as we a) implement four different visual design
alternatives of an aggregated data visualization; b) discuss advantages and limitations of each design through a study with
professional game developers; and c) discuss the importance
of visual design and how different designs of one part of a
visualization may affect the readability of the whole.
RELATED WORK

In this section, we review some of the related research conducted in the field of games user research and information
visualization, as well as specific efforts related to data aggregation.
As player experience is too complex to measure through one
technique alone, the GUR field relies on integrating multiple
research techniques when gathering player data [29]. Hence,
there has been considerable research effort that addresses
the communication of the findings of both quantitative (e.g.,
physiological data and telemetry) and qualitative (e.g., interviews and observations) data simultaneously and individually
through gameplay data visualization [3, 9, 13, 33]. However,
there are only a few cases where both quantitative and qualitative data was unified such as Kim et al. [13] and Mirza-Babaei
et al. [18, 19] as most visualization techniques have focused on
presenting only quantitative data. Similarly, the visualization
evaluated in this paper integrates physiological, observational,
and movement data applying a unified approach to quantitative
and qualitative findings.
Color-coded overlays superimposed over a game’s map such
as heatmaps are frequently used within GUR to convey information. Heatmaps are a common approach for analyzing
player behavior by visualizing aggregated quantitative data,
for example, to portray player deaths [2, 6] or spatial statistics
such as player activity in certain areas [6]. However, since a
single heatmap conveys only the occurrence of one specific
variable – therefore offering only insight into the distribution
of one metric – more than one map is required to compare additional attributes. Kriglstein and Wallner’s previous work [15,
35] overcomes this limitation by replacing heatmaps with clustering techniques to provide a single representation of multiple
variables across space to gain deeper insights into gameplay
data. Clustering techniques are also beneficial for aggregating
individual player trajectories as they reduce visual clutter in
visualizations. Examples of work in this space include Moura
et al. [22] who looked at visualizing telemetry data using a
clustering technique to group players who had similar play
styles and Mitterhofer et al. [20] who used k-means clustering
to construct an aggregated overview of commonly taken paths
in order to detect player bots. Similarly, the visualization employed in this paper uses a clustering technique for aggregating
player traversal and using thickness to depict frequency.
Hoobler et al. [11] presented Lithium, a visualization system
which uses lines of varying thickness to represent recent player
activity (the thicker the line, the more recent the traversal),
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icons to indicate certain actions, color overlays similar to
heatmaps, and a statistical aggregation technique common in
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) [14], for observing
overall trends of a team’s activity. While the work of Hoobler
et al. [11] possesses similar characteristics as the visualization
used here through the use of colored overlays to demonstrate
occupancy coverage in the map and the use of icons, the visualization approach we use applies aggregation in a different
manner and combines the individual techniques into one unified visualization instead of using separate maps for each one.
Other visualization tools focused on the portrayal of qualitative data such as biometrics. For example, Mirza-Babaei et
al. [18] proposed a biometric storyboard GUR tool – BioSt –
that visualizes the relationship between player’s physiological
changes through Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) and game
events. BioGraph Infiniti is another software tool that analyzes
and visualizes physiological data as a form of biofeedback to
the user [31]. In addition, Drenikow et al. [7] developed an
interactive visualization tool called Vixen that visualizes player
movement, in-game events, and facial expressions. However,
visual clutter is limiting the application of the tool to larger
datasets as the gameplay data was not aggregated.
Color-coded maps are often used to visualize data within
GIS [4, 16]. However, while choropleth maps are ubiquitous in GIS, work on evaluating the impact of transparency
is quite sparse and usually specific to certain types of maps
(e.g., [25]). Similarly, shading in the context of GIS is mainly
used for conveying surface topology by altering the map itself
(e.g., [12]) instead of an overlay as in our case. It is also important to note that visualizations should be evaluated within
the context of use since geographic maps are not necessarily
the same as in-game maps. Moreover, the needs and tasks of
the users of the visualization need to be taken into account in
order to facilitate effective analysis of the gathered data [7].
Visualizations that are not suitable for the data they represent
can lead to misinterpretations. However, avoiding misinterpretation of visualizations is key for understanding the events that
occur in a game [10].
The related works described portray the significance of having
effective communication of gameplay data to gather insights
for decision making, with visualizations being a leading option.
Previous work by Wallner et al. [34] compared aggregated and
individual visualizations of gameplay data. In this paper, we
present four design alternatives of the aggregated visualization
introduced in [34]. We investigate how the varying visual
properties impact portrayal of the data by interviewing professional game developers covering various roles in order to get
a better understanding of the benefits and downsides of each
design variant.
AGGREGATED VISUALIZATION

We followed the approach presented in Wallner et al. [34] to
create the visualizations used in this study (see Figure 1). The
visualization technique provides an integrated and aggregated
view of commonly encountered playtesting data, specifically
discrete events, movement data, and continuous data in relation to player movement. Discrete events (jumps, deaths,
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VDV -F

VDV -S

VDC-F

VDC-S

Figure 1. Excerpts from the visualization used in the study. From top to bottom: FLAT (F) shading with VARIABLE (V) transparency, SMOOTH (S)
shading with VARIABLE transparency, FLAT shading with CONSTANT (C) transparency, and SMOOTH shading with CONSTANT transparency.

picking up items, etc.) are grouped together by applying a clustering algorithm to the positions where they occurred. This is
done separately for each type of event so that different events
are not merged together. These clusters are displayed using
icons scaled proportionally to the number of clustered events.
Movement is aggregated by subdividing the level environment
into small cells based on the trajectory data. The transitions
between the cells are then visualized using lines with the thickness of the lines reflecting the amount of movement. The same
subdivision is used to represent continuous player-related data
(e.g., health or GSR values) by coloring the cells based on
standard statistical measures such as average, maximum, or
minimum of a certain metric (e.g., average arousal value). It
can be considered as a choropleth map, that is, a map in which
areas are shaded in relation to a statistical variable.
While these three components define the overall structure and
content of the visualization, there is a certain flexibility in how
these individual pieces of content are represented visually. As
Moere and Purchase [21] argue, designing for information
visualization requires to carefully balance the three requirements of utility, soundness, and attractiveness. Moreover, the
visual design not only affects the aesthetics of the visualization
but also influences humans’ perception and cognition of the
depicted information (cf. [1]). We argue, that it is important to
a) study the ramifications of the visual design within the application domain and the tasks the visualization was designed
for, and b) do not evaluate design changes in isolation but
within the whole visualization. This is fundamental in our
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view because the visual design of one part of the visualization
can impact the readability and interpretability of the whole.
In this paper we focus on the representation of the continuous
player data because it takes on the most prominent role in
the visualization as it covers the complete area of the level
environment where movement has taken place and thus also
the part where discrete events and the trajectories are visualized. As such, its visual representation is important as it
likely influences the perception of the other data. Moreover,
such colored visual overlays are not uncommon in gameplay
visualization, even if not in the exact same form as used here.
Specifically, we varied two visual properties of the cells:
Shading: Either the cells are flat shaded using a constant
color for the whole cell, or smooth shaded by interpolating the
colors between the cells. Since the cells depict a measure of a
continuous variable, flat shaded cells may make the impression
that the values are discrete. In contrast, interpolating between
the values may make it more obvious that the values change
gradually. However, as a result of the interpolation abrupt
changes which may happen are smoothed out and are hence
not as visually salient as with flat shading.
Transparency: In order to not occlude the background image which shows the level environment, and thus provides context for the analyst, cells are always rendered semi-transparent.
In one case, a constant alpha value is used across all cells while
in the other case the opacity varies from cell to cell based on
the amount of movement happening within a cell. The latter
has the benefit that areas with increased movement activity are
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company, and one in an indie studio. One out of the nine participants was female. Four participants had less than 3 years,
four had between 3-4 years, and one participant had 15 years
of industry experience. Three participants indicated to be not
or only slightly familiar with visualization, one as moderately
familiar, and five as very or extremely familiar.

Design Transparency Shading Ranking
VDV -F
VDV -S
VDC-F
VDC-S

VARIABLE
VARIABLE
CONSTANT
CONSTANT

FLAT
SMOOTH
FLAT
SMOOTH

Table 1. The four visual designs along with their properties for transparency and shading and the participant’s rankings ( = rank 1,
=
rank 2,
= rank 3,
= rank 4).

ID

Role

Transparency

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9

Designer/User Researcher
Designer
Gameplay Programmer
Programmer
Content System Designer
Data Analyst
Content Designer
Designer
Technical Producer

CONSTANT
VARIABLE
VARIABLE
VARIABLE
VARIABLE
VARIABLE
CONSTANT
VARIABLE
VARIABLE
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Before conducting the actual interviews, a pilot study with two
visualization experts was held to ensure that the study design
is appropriate. After revising the study, the interviews were
conducted online through either Skype [30] or Discord [5] as
both platforms offered screen sharing capabilities. RealtimeBoard [26], an online collaboration tool, was used to display
the visualizations during the interviews and to allow participants to zoom and move around to closely examine each
visualization. All interviews were conducted by the same interviewer to ensure consistency. A consent form was issued
to the participants ahead of time and the study was recorded
using Open Broadcast Software [23] for later analysis. The
interviews itself consisted of the following stages:

Shading
FLAT

indifferent
FLAT

indifferent
FLAT
FLAT
FLAT
FLAT
FLAT

Table 2. Participants preference in terms of transparency and shading.

highlighted additionally (low opacity) while rarely traversed
parts are de-emphasized. However, as the transparency affects
the properties of the colors it might hinder comparison of the
values between cells.
By combining the two properties shading (FLAT or SMOOTH)
and transparency (CONSTANT or VARIABLE), four different
variants (cf. Table 1) for the cell-coloring were created. All
other aspects of the visualization were kept constant. Figure 1
shows excerpts from the visualizations that we used as part of
the study1 . The images display data from six players gathered
during a playtesting session of Infinite Mario [24] for which
we designed several levels. By instrumenting the source code
of the game we tracked player movement which is shown by
the blue lines. Physiological data was obtained in the form of
GSR. The arousal levels were converted to relative values by
scaling them to the range [0 . . . 1] and synchronized with the
in-game position. The cells show the average arousal values
using a color gradient ranging from yellow (0) to red (1). Icons
represent events which were observed by the playtester during
the session (e.g., a player is going back for coins, or player
tries to go down a pipe). Speech bubbles show comments
which were made by players during the playtesting sessions.
As with the GSR data, the observed events and comments
were synchronized with the in-game position.
ASSESSING ALTERNATIVE VISUAL DESIGNS

We designed a study using semi-structured expert interviews
and rating scales to evaluate our four different visual designs
(see Figure 1).
Nine video game professionals from Canadian and US companies took part in this study. We strove to recruit a diverse
group of video game professionals that cover different roles
in game development (cf. Table 2). Of them, seven participants worked in a mid-sized gaming company, one in a large
1 Images of the whole visualizations are included in the supplementary
material.
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To start, participants were lead through a semi-structured interview to gauge their experience with user testing and user
test reports and to determine their background in the game
development industry. For assessing the visual designs, we
presented participants with the four visual designs with data
from the same level (cf. Figure 1) to be examined simultaneously and asked them to share their screens to facilitate the
discussion. Additionally, participants were provided with a
written explanation – addressing the content of the visualizations and a legend describing the iconography – which they
were asked to inspect first. The first task required participants
to examine each design for dissimilarities to help them become
familiar with the content depicted in the visualizations. Once
participants were ready to begin the discussion, they were
asked to share their thoughts, reflect on (dis)advantages of the
designs, about the differences they noticed, and about their
preference in terms of transparency and shading. Afterwards,
participants had to rate the visual designs according to six
quality measures on a five-point scale anchored by poor (1)
and excellent (5). The study concluded with a discussion of
their ranking of each visual design from most preferred to
least preferred. It is important to note that the ranking required
to consider the design variants as a whole while preference
regarding shading and transparency was evaluated separately.
The quality measures were drawn from previous research
on gameplay visualization [36] and which were later refined
in [34] and include:
• clarity – is the displayed data clearly interpretable or ambiguous • readability – are the visual elements easily legible
and distinguishable • informativeness – does it provide interesting or new information • aesthetic appeal – is it visually
appealing • accurateness – is the displayed data accurately
enough • usefulness – for which tasks is it useful.
Responses to these scales are presented in Figure 2 and were
also used to motivate and structure our interview with the participants. The recorded interview sessions were transcribed
and analyzed following a deductive qualitative approach [28]
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Category

VDV -F

VDV -S

VDC-F

Readability
Usefulness
Accurateness
Aesthetic Appeal
Informativeness
Clarity

14
7
2
1
5
4

6
7
0
7
7
5

8
7
0
1
3
5

2
1
1
0
1
2

6
4
7
1
5
8

2
1
1
5
4
2

VDC-S ’s positive comments (from 5 participants) described
how the participants were better able to read changes in the
GSR data, since the context and the progression of the GSR
data could be better perceived (similarly to VDV -S ).

VDC-S
5
5
0
7
1
0
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6
3
6
1
6
8

Table 3. Results of the deductive qualitative content analysis. Number
of positive (green) and negative (red) statements concerning the six categories, grouped by visual design.

using MAXQDA [32] with predefined categories corresponding to the six quality measures. The coded statements were
assigned with positive and negative labels to reflect the participant’s sentiment. Furthermore, four additional codes were
used to specify towards which visual design (VDV -F , VDV -S ,
VDC-F , VDC-S ) the statement was directed in order to get a
better understanding of their reasoning behind their ranking.
RESULTS
Interviews

In the following, we discuss the participants’ statements relating to the six criteria. A summary of the six quality measures
with respect to each of the four visualizations is given in Table 3. Note that, due to the interviews being semi-structured,
not every participant commented on all aspects equally. Participants rather focused on what mattered to them and what they
found important, hence certain criteria received no positive or
negative comments. Figure 2 shows the ratings of the different
visual designs grouped by the quality measures.
Readability

VDV -F received by far the highest number of positive comments (14 statements) whereas VDC-S received the lowest
number of positive comments (5 statements) compared to
VDV -S (6 statements) and VDC-F (8 statements) regarding
how easily discernible the different visual elements in the visualization are. The highest number of negative comments
were directed towards VDV -S and VDC-S (6 statements each)
while the others received little negative remarks – VDV -F and
VDC-F evoked only 2 negative statements each.
The positive comments towards VDV -F (from 6 participants)
were expressing that the GSR data was easier to discern since
extracting high and low arousal moments was easier. One
participant (P6) added that he is able to recognize the progression of the GSR data more easily, as it was also the case with
VDC-F . Additionally, both VDV -F and VDV -S received similar
comments pertaining to the easier extraction of the frequency
of travelled paths and spotting of areas with higher arousal
intensity (compared to VDC-F ). VDV -S ’s positive comments
(from 6 participants) described how easy it was to distinguish
between shaded areas, how large icons were better perceivable,
and how participants were able to detect progression through
the GSR data and frequency of player traversal. VDC-F received positive comments (from 4 participants) regarding how
easily identifiable the different GSR arousal levels are – especially for detecting outliers in the GSR data (compared
to VDV -F ) – and how the icons were more discernible compared to other visual designs (similarly to VDV -S ’s comments).
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However, VDC-S , VDV -S , and VDC-F received negative comments (from P3 and P5) about how it was more difficult to read
the level of intensity which felt static to the participants. The
remaining negative statements of both VDC-S (from 4 other
participants) and VDC-F (P2) were regarding the difficulty in
interpreting the frequency of travelled paths. P2 further elaborated on how it was not easy to extract the player traversal
at-a-glance in VDC-F . The negative comments common to
VDV -F and VDV -S pertained to how it was a little harder to
read GSR values (P1) and being concerned that having layered
information affects readability (by using color to display GSR
data then layering it on top of the map using transparency)
(P7). Furthermore, VDV -S received negative comments (from
3 participants) with respect to how the shaded GSR data was
harder to perceive, thus requiring more attention from the
participants when reading the visualization.
Usefulness

Regarding the usefulness of the four variants for gameplay
analysis, VDV -F , VDV -S , and VDC-F , received the highest
number of positive comments (7 statements each) compared to
VDC-S (5 statements). Contrarily, VDV -S received the highest
number of negative comments (4 statements), VDC-S received
3 negative comments, and VDV -F and VDC-F received 1 negative comment each.
Concerning VDV -F and VDV -S , 4 positive comments (from
3 participants) described them as being useful for analyzing player movement and for providing an at-a-glance summary. Additionally, two statements (from 2 participants) found
VDV -F and VDC-F useful for gameplay analysis. Two comments (from P7) underscored how VDV -S and VDC-S are useful for depicting pacing and for analyzing emotional reactions.
At the same time, however, they considered it to be more of a
supplementary visualization where having a specific question
in mind would be useful. When it comes to VDC-F and VDC-S ,
two comments (from P1) expressed how these visualizations
are useful for portraying GSR data. Additional comments pertained to how VDC-F was more convinient for analyzing the
high and low arousal moments compared to VDC-S and how
VDC-F is helpful for analyzing outlier data. One participant
(P7) spoke positively about how the visualization as a whole is
useful for understanding player engagement, locating areas for
improvements, and answering design questions. Negative comments towards VDV -S and VDC-S (from 3 participants) were
referring to the uncertainty caused by the shading of the GSR
data as it was not clear which additional use it provided apart
from introducing smoothness to the data. P2 found VDC-F
not useful for providing an at-a-glance summary while P7 was
not convinced that the VARIABLE transparency in VDV -F and
VDV -S is helpful for analysis as it adds complexity.
Accurateness

Regarding how accurate the data was perceived by participants,
VDV -F received the only positive comments (2 statements)
while VDV -S and VDC-S received the most negative comments
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Figure 2. Ratings of the four different visual designs with respect to six criteria on a five-point scale (

(7 and 6 statements, respectively). Both VDV -F and VDC-F
received 1 negative comment each.
The positive comments towards VDV -F (from P1) described
VDV -F to be a little more accurate when relating the GSR data
to specific jumps, and to have higher accuracy in the GSR data
portrayal compared to VDC-S . The negative comment VDV -F
and VDV -S received (from P7) was about being concerned that
the GSR data could be misleading because of the transparency
introducing a ’washed out’ effect. The other negative comments towards VDV -S (from 4 participants) were regarding
the shading since not understanding the implementation of
the shading caused them to question the accurateness of the
GSR data. VDC-S received similar comments (from 5 participants) than VDV -S in addition to a comment from a participant
thinking that the shading introduces ambiguity with respect to
where the GSR arousal data exactly occurred. P9 questioned
the accurateness of VDC-F due to quick changes in the arousal
data when an outlier deviates from the main path.
Aesthetic Appeal

VDV -S and VDC-S received the highest number of positive
comments (7 statements each) while VDV -F and VDC-F only
received 1 positive comment each regarding the aesthetic appeal of the visualization. VDV -F received no negative comments, VDV -S and VDC-S received 1 negative comment each,
and VDC-F received the highest number of negative comments
(5 statements).
The positive comments (from 6 participants) pertaining to
VDV -S and VDC-S were related to how the shading was aesthetically pleasing as the shading has a softer feel, giving a
sense of progression and fluidity to the data presented, and
allowing for the borders of the cells to disappear and for the
regions to blend. P7 added that the shading gives a cool 3D
effect due to the white edges while P9 added that the shading
provides a heatmap feel where all the GSR data forms a ’coherent whole’. Regarding VDV -F ’s single positive comment,
P9 felt that while some areas seemed to have a drastic change
in arousal (where outliers emerge from the main path) it was
still subtle due to the display of the information. In contrast,
VDC-F received one positive comment on how the arousal data
appeared more bright when viewed from farther away.
Contrarily, the negative comments VDC-F received (from 3
participants) were related to how the visualization was not
aesthetically pleasing due to the tessellated regions and muddiness (when compared to VDV -S ) as well as due to sudden
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1 = poor,

2,

3,

4,

5 = excellent).

drastic changes in the GSR data around outliers, introduced
by the lack of transparency. VDC-S received a similar comment to VDC-F regarding muddiness in the GSR data while
another participant expressed how the data in visualization
VDV -S appeared ’washed out’ compared to VDV -F .
Informativeness

VDV -S received the most positive comments (7 statements) in
comparison to VDV -F (5 statements), VDC-F (3 statements),
and VDC-S (1 statement) regarding the visualizations’ abilities
to provide interesting or new information. VDC-S received the
highest number of negative comments (6 statements) while
VDV -S received 5 negative comments, VDC-F received 4 negative comments, and VDV -F received only 1 negative comment.
Both VDV -F and VDV -S , received similar positive comments
(from 5 participants) regarding the number of players in certain areas and on the data’s intensity such as high arousal areas
compared to other visualizations. Specifically, VDV -S received
an additional positive comment referring to areas with many
player jumps, with the blending being perceived as more informative of the overall arousal data (compared to VDV -F ).
Regarding VDC-F , the positive comments highlighted how
having CONSTANT transparency allows for outliers in the GSR
data to appear vibrant. One participant explicitly stated how
such areas would have gone unnoticed in the other visual designs. Moreover, that way areas of rapid change – which are
informative with respect to pressure points – are better perceivable (from 3 participants). P1 positively expressed that
VDC-S is more informative of context compared to VDC-F .
Concerning the negative aspects, both VDV -S and VDC-S received comments (from 4 participants) on how they did not
find the shading in the visualizations to provide new information, with one participant (P7) adding that it even distracted
from the content. Additionally, P8 felt that there is a loss of
information when CONSTANT opacity is used together with
SMOOTH shading such as in VDC-S since it is no longer clear
where outlier GSR data starts when deviating from the majority’s path. Concerning VDC-F , the negative remarks described
how the visualization seems to lose information about player
arousal in terms of frequency compared to VDV -F and VDV -S
(from 4 participants), with one participant (P2) adding how it
misguides on where the important information is. The negative
comment VDV -F received was regarding how the VARIABLE
opacity is showing information about frequency which is already conveyed by the aggregated lines; thus, feeling like no
new information was provided (similar to VDV -S ).
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Clarity

Both VDV -S and VDC-F received the largest number of positive comments (5 statements each), VDV -F received slightly
less positive feedback (4 statements), and VDC-S received no
positive comments regarding how clearly the information was
displayed. Furthermore, VDV -S and VDC-S received the most
negative comments (8 statements each), VDV -F received 2
negative comments, and VDC-F only 1 negative comment.
Concerning VDV -S ’s positive facets, participants found it clear
how the opacity reflected the frequency of players and liked
that the shading does not obfuscate player information (from
3 participants). Both VDV -F and VDC-F received positive
comments (from 3 and 5 participants, respectively) on the
clarity of the GSR values and the easy recognition of high
arousal areas. One of the remarks that pertained to only VDC-F
described how clearly specific locations of GSR values are
conveyed.
With respect to negative comments, VDV -S and VDC-S received concerns (from 6 participants) about the loss of clarity
in the portrayal of arousal data in relation to the location,
confusion with what the shading represented, and loss of
clarity particularly regarding outlier arousal data. Regarding the negative comments towards VDV -F , two participants
felt that the GSR data appeared vague in areas with many
player jumps. Concerning VDC-F ’s negative comment, the
participant thought that there was a lack of clarity with respect
to offering sufficient gameplay context.
Ranking

After examining the four visualizations, participants were
asked to rank the four variants and explain their ranking (cf.
Table 1). VDV -F was only ranked as either first or second,
while VDC-S was only ranked as either third or last. Table 1
provides an overview of the rankings of the four alternatives. A
Friedman test indicated significant differences in the rankings
(χ 2 (3) = 11.4, p = .006) with mean ranks of 1.56 (VDV -F ),
2.22 (VDV -S ), 2.67 (VDC-F ), and 3.56 (VDC-S ). Kendall’s W
was .422, suggesting a moderate agreement among raters.
Post-hoc analysis using Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests and
Bonferroni corrected α-level of .0083 showed significant
differences only between VDV -F and VDC-S (Z = −2.694,
p = .004) with an effect size [27] of r = 1.1.
Regarding the most preferred visualization (rank 1), VDV -F
received the highest number of selections, while VDC-S was
never selected. Four participants (P2, P3, P6, and P8) ranked
VDV -F as their most preferred visualization as they found
the information about GSR data was portrayed clearly and
could be extracted easily due to their preference of the visualization having FLAT shading with VARIABLE transparency.
Three participants (P4, P5, and P9) ranked VDV -S as their
most preferred design as they enjoyed how transparency was
utilized and because they found the SMOOTH shading aesthetically pleasing. The other two participants (P1 and P7) ranked
VDC-F as their most preferred visualization, with P1 finding
that VDC-F offered him the best at-a-glance representation
and P7 favoring VDC-F over VDV -F due to the latter visualization having VARIABLE transparency which he felt affected
the brightness/contrast of the information.
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With respect to the second most preferred visualization
(rank 2), VDV -F received the highest number of selections
while VDC-S was never ranked second. Five participants (P1,
P4, P5, P7, and P9) picked VDV -F as their second ranked
visualization as they favored the VARIABLE transparency and
the FLAT shading of the GSR data as it a) allowed them to
more easily perceive high and low arousal areas and b) was
less distracting. Two participants (P2 and P6) selected VDV -S
as their second ranked visualization as they enjoyed having
the VARIABLE transparency. P2 added that the SMOOTH shading allowed him to pay more attention to the data. P8 chose
VDC-F as her second ranked visualization. Even though it
was missing multiple levels of transparency she found the data
clearly readable due to the FLAT shaded GSR cells.
Shifting the focus to the third most preferred visualization
(rank 3), VDC-S received the highest number of selections
while VDC-F received the least number of selections. Four
participants (P1, P2, P4, and P9) selected VDC-S as their third
ranked visualization as they found it aesthetically pleasing as
the SMOOTH shading allowed them to easily follow changes
in the GSR values and because they preferred the SMOOTH
shading over the stark contrast found in VDC-F . However,
a participant added that he did not like how the SMOOTH
shading would cause areas to appear more important than they
actually are, but was still able to use the SMOOTH shading to
discern changes between regions. Three participants (P3, P7,
and P8) picked VDV -S as their third ranked visualization as it
contained varying levels of transparency that contributed to
readability by ’segmenting’ the SMOOTH shaded data. Two
participants (P5 and P6) selected VDC-F as their third ranked
visualization as they both did not enjoy the SMOOTH shading
in the other visualizations due to the muddiness and confusion
arising from the white edges. As such they found the discrete
subdivision from the FLAT cell shading more informative.
Regarding the least preferred visualization (rank 4), VDC-S
was most often chosen while VDV -S received the least number of selections. Five participants (P3, P5, P6, P7, and P8)
selected VDC-S as their least preferred visualization due to
its lack of varying levels of transparency and because they
disliked the SMOOTH shading which they felt causes a loss
in information and makes extracting information more difficult. Three participants (P2, P4, and P9) ranked VDC-F last
since they found it less useful for extracting player information
quickly and did not find it aesthetically pleasing due to the
FLAT cell shading and the stark contrast of the outlier data.
P1 selected VDV -S as the least preferred option because the
shading caused the participant to question the accurateness of
the data.
Preference

Participants where asked about their preference of visualizations that contained VARIABLE or CONSTANT transparency
and on their preference of FLAT vs SMOOTH shading. A summary of their answers is given in Table 2 in relation to the
participants professional roles. Regarding transparency, the
majority of the participants (7 out of 9) favored VARIABLE
transparency as it made it easier to extract information related
to frequency, was informative of important arousal informa-
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tion, and was useful for providing an at-a-glance summary of
travelled areas as highlighted by the following quote:
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Role/Background of Participants

The lack of [variable] transparency makes it harder to tell
which areas are more travelled overall and which areas are
less travelled. It makes areas where one player goes through
seem more important than they actually are. [P2]
Additionally, one participant added that the transparency could
be inverted to highlight outlier data:
I think I like the variable opacity because it informs on how
most players took this path –[For example,] this is the data
we have the most of, but maybe I care more about the outlier
data, maybe I would want to flip it. [P9]
Contrarily, there were two participants (P1 and P7) with a design and user research background who preferred CONSTANT
transparency. The reasoning behind their preference was how
one of the participants was not convinced on having two dimensions of information – VARIABLE transparency in addition
to color – in one visualization while the other felt CONSTANT
transparency allows for the visualization to purely showcase
and easily extract the GSR data.
I could see transparency in VDV -F being useful in a different
type of heatmap where like nothing much is going on here so
it is less transparent, but yeah again mixing cell color
[shading] and transparency I’m not convinced essentially that
it would be useful. [P7]
Regarding shading, the majority (7) of the participants favored
FLAT shading in the visualization as it offered a well-readable
representation of the data (specifically of high and low arousal
areas). Others liked the idea and aesthetics behind the blending
of the data, but found the implementation raises questions
about the accuracy of the data.

We first investigate how the game developers’ background
had an impact on their interpretation of the visual designs.
To discuss this, we have grouped the participants into five
participants who have a design-related background (P1, P2,
P5, P7, and P8), three with a technical background (P3, P4,
and P9), and one data analyst (P6). The two participants who
preferred constant opacity had both a design background (P1
and P7) and appeared to prioritize the readability of the GSR
data where P1’s reasoning was that it makes the extraction of
GSR data easier. P7 felt that using VARIABLE transparency for
the colored tessellation makes the interpretation challenging.
The rest of the designers and the data analyst all preferred
VARIABLE opacity due to their prioritization of readability in
terms of extracting frequency of player traversal and preferring
getting an at-a-glance summary. The technical developers who
also favored VARIABLE opacity seemed to go a step further,
with P3 highlighting how VARIABLE opacity can dictate the
importance of arousal information based on how many players
are affected and thus supports decision making. However, P9
suggested to make the opacity property interactive to allow
to alternate between focusing on player majority or outlier
data. This suggests that designers and data analysts focused
on effective readability when interpreting the visual designs
while the participants with a technical background wanted to
extract how severe the data is based on the amount of players
affected and to understand the reasons behind outlier behavior.
Additionally, it is interesting to note that the participants who
preferred constant opacity had similar rankings of the most
preferred visual designs: VDC-F being ranked first, followed
by VDV -F .
Regarding SMOOTH and FLAT shading, there were no pronounced differences. One participant with a design background (P2) and one with a technical background (P4) felt
indifferent about which shading their preferred. All others
were in favor of FLAT shading. Interestingly, participants had
similar concerns towards the accuracy of SMOOTH shading
regardless of their roles.

I really like the idea behind the blending [smooth shading]. It
makes sense because it gives you that sense of progression
throughout the level. Having said that, I think the
implementation of it that I’ve seen so far has made me kind of
prefer the solid colors [flat shading]. That is, just because we
see a lot of corners kind of veer towards white. I’m not sure
why that might be, but that is something that kind of almost
distracts from the data – it makes me think that something
else is there when maybe isn’t. But I do like the idea of having
something a bit blended, it’s a bit more progressive. [P6]

GUR Characteristics

However, there were two participants (P2 and P4), a designer
and a programmer respectively, who felt indifferent regarding
the shading. One participant did not feel the SMOOTH shading
contributed new information, but it did not obfuscate information either. Whereas the other did not understand the purpose
behind the smoothing, but found it visually appealing.

DISCUSSION

In the following, we will discuss our results in light of the
participants’ diverse backgrounds, with respect to Fulton et
al.’s [8] criteria GUR methods should possess, and reflect on
the broader implications of using shading and transparency.

To discuss the effectiveness of each of the four visual designs,
we have viewed our results under the lens of a subset of Fulton
et al.’s [8] criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of applied
research methods in GUR. We omitted cost effectiveness and
the criterion of being representative – i.e., is the phenomenon
being tested a phenomenon of interest – as we did not evaluate
this aspect in our study. This left five criteria, which are partly
captured directly with the quality measures we used to assess
the visual design (e.g., accurateness). Others are not directly
measured such as Fulton et al.’s criterion of offering timely
results but, for instance, the quality measure of readability
can be considered to fall within it. As such, the quality measures particularly targeted towards visualizations capture these
broad criteria of interest in GUR while at the same time also
measuring specific aspects of visualizations (e.g., aesthetics).
Accurateness

All four visual designs use multiple sources of data (physiological, observational, and movement data) to provide context to
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each other and a more holistic view of player behavior. Based
on the results of our study, participants found VDV -F to be the
most accurate in terms of representing the data while the use
of SMOOTH shading (present in VDV -S and VDC-S ) affected
the perception of accuracy.
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Benefits and Limitations of the Visual Designs

Specificness

This criteria expresses the importance of delivering precise
results. All visual designs indicated the locations of high and
low arousal areas on the map, thus helping pinpoint problematic areas. Based on the results, participants found VDV -F and
VDC-F most informative of the specific intensity of the arousal
data with relation to where they occurred at and the number of
affected players. Additionally, VDC-F allowed for the precise
portrayal of outlier arousal data which helps to investigate
possible reasons for the deviation. VDC-S was the only design
to receive concerns regarding ambiguity of where the GSR
data specifically occurred due to the SMOOTH shading.
Timeliness

Visual design can facilitate analysis in a timely fashion by
making it easy to extract information and a quick summary of
the most pertinent issues by using aggregation to portray large
amounts of player data. Additionally, the results highlighted
how VDV -F and VDV -S (visualizations with VARIABLE transparency) were useful for gaining a quick overview, probably
due to the transparency providing an additional hint by accentuating highly frequented areas and de-emphasizing less
traversed parts of the level.
Actionable

Delivery of actionable and applicable results is important for
prioritizing design changes that need to be made. Participants have expressed how using VARIABLE opacity such as
in VDV -F and VDV -S supports locating important areas to
focus on. The results further highlight how SMOOTH shading
and lack of VARIABLE opacity confused participants on how
important areas are. VARIABLE transparency makes it easier
to locate areas of interest which should be focused on. Additionally, the results showcase how participants relied on GSR
data when making design interpretations regarding players
experience, pacing, and context. Both VDC-F and VDC-S were
referenced as useful visualizations for portraying GSR data as
the CONSTANT opacity allows for the GSR data to be the focal
point. Using a CONSTANT opacity also presumably makes
it easier to compare values, as the colors are not affected by
different alpha levels.
Motivational

This criterion considers how the presented results should motivate designers to make necessary changes by understanding
and believing in the data. By having the visualizations depict more than one source of data the correlation of data with
one another can increase confidence and act as a catalyst for
administering design changes. Based on the results, participants found that the SMOOTH shading and lack of context on
how it was implemented (as described in the quote from P6
above) negatively affects the perception of accuracy in biometric/continuous data. This highlights the importance of context
in order for users to believe and have confidence in the results.
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The results of the study indicate how visual design impacts
– either positively or negatively – the interpretation of the
visualized data. Thus, choosing the right visual representation
for a given visualization requires careful consideration of the
associated limitations. Table 4 offers a summary of the benefits
and limitations of the investigated visual properties. Based on
our results we reflect on multiple implications of visual design
which, in turn, can serve as useful guidelines for the design of
in-game data visualizations in general.
Maintaining Data Accuracy

Based on our results, the design had a – not be underestimated – impact on the perception of data accuracy. VDV -F
was especially well-received in terms of facilitating accurate
data interpretation. However, the results showcased that while
SMOOTH shading found in VDV -S and VDC-S was aesthetically
pleasing, it posed a concern regarding data accuracy. This is
an interesting finding as the interpolation would actually better
reflect the continuous nature of the GSR data. Some of the confusion was due to the participants not fully understanding the
implementation of the interpolation (which could be addressed
through more context) and how there was a lack of clarity in
accurately spatializing biometric data on the map (SMOOTH
shading introduces ambiguity in the location of where changes
in the GSR values occur). Additionally, VARIABLE opacity
seemed to have an influence on the interpretation of accuracy
by introducing a ’washed out’ effect in areas with large transparency (low activity areas). In summary, transparency and
especially the shading affected the perception of data accuracy.
Quick Overview of the Data

Being able to interpret the data in a timely fashion is important
when development requires fast iterative changes. VDV -F and
VDV -S were noted by participants to be useful for providing
an at-a-glance summary due to the use of VARIABLE opacity
which allowed them to quickly perceive areas of high and low
player activity.
Investigation of Outliers

Outliers can constitute an important source of information
when evaluating player behavior. The results showcased how
VDC-F can be useful for analyzing player deviation from the
majority. However, the results also indicate how VARIABLE
opacity can increase readability by pointing to regions where
outliers traversed.
Portrayal of Biometric/Continuous data

Effective communication of biometric data is important since
it is a good indicator of players’ cognitive and emotional
state [17]. Our results highlighted how through CONSTANT
opacity, the continuous GSR data was allowed to be the focal
point as all areas have the same brightness (i.e., not affected
by the transparency). It is also worthy to note that although
the SMOOTH shading better reflects continuous changes, it
was disfavored by the participants. Participants stated that
the interpolation of the data in the SMOOTH shaded variants
(VDV -S and VDC-S ) resulted in a loss of clarity. It should be
noted that while we focused on GSR data, these results are
likely to directly apply to other types of continuous data (e.g.,
health) as well since these can be represented in the same way.
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Benefits & Limitations

+ aesthetically pleasing + gives a sense of progression/fluidity + gives a feel about pacing based on how fast the
gradient changes + helps to investigate outlier data - lower accuracy perception due to muddiness - harder to
extract high/low values - may feel uninformative of new information - makes it harder to locate focal points
+ helps to investigate outlier data by having data appear vibrant + better readability of high/low levels - progression
F LAT
is harder to discern
Opacity VARIABLE + useful to highlight/extract continuous data + helps to accurately spatialize continuous data + supports readability
of frequency and intensity + provides an at-a-glance summary + helps to locate focal/important areas - feel of
loss of information when combined with smooth shading - affects readability
C ONSTANT + enhances readability + allows continuous data to be the focus + helps to detect outlier data + makes it easier
to compare values - can cause confusion about the location of focal points
Shading S MOOTH

Table 4. Summary of the benefits and limitations of the two investigated visual properties shading and transparency.

Multiple Layers of Information

An important consideration when representing data through
a visualization is achieving high readability. Participants expressed concerns on how layering information (e.g., utilizing
color-coding to display GSR data and superimposing it on the
background map using transparency) can impede readability
of the visualization, in this case, VDV -F and VDV -S which
both featured VARIABLE transparency.
Clarity of Design Elements

The information that is conveyed by the visual design needs
to be clearly articulated. For example, multiple participants
indicated how they were unsure as to what the purpose of
the SMOOTH shading is, which in turn resulted in participants
feeling that no new information was derivable from the visualization. This is also reflected in how VDV -S and VDC-S
(designs with SMOOTH shading) received more negative statements (and lower ratings) towards informativeness. Therefore,
having a clear indication as to how a visual property contributes to the data representation or is informative impacts the
usefulness of the visualization. Moreover, a clear explanation
of the conveyed data also assists in obtaining actionable results
(as covered by the GUR criteria discussed above).
Limitations and Future Work

From a methodological point of view, an alternative way of
assessing the visualizations would be to embed them directly
within the design process by posing predefined tasks or analysis goals. Using predefined tasks would increase comparability
across participants and would ground and contextualize the
assessment of the visualizations with respect to these goals.
While we initially considered a task-based evaluation we decided to not use predefined tasks for two main reasons. First,
we wanted to reflect a common practice in game development
were usually developers receive a playtesting report (incl. visualizations) which they then need to interpret autonomously
to adjust their design decisions. Secondly, our participants
had different roles and backgrounds and we thus tried to avoid
to steer them into certain directions. Moreover, the expertise
of our participants ensured that they had the proper experience with evaluating playtesting data to formulate their own
goals. Besides, with Infinite Mario we have also chosen a
highly popular and familiar game which also helped to formulate own analysis goals. Having said that, subsequent studies
focusing on specific tasks will help to further study visual
design aspects. While we used the visualization to represent
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data from a platformer game to evaluate the different visual
designs, it should be noted that the underlying components of
the visualization can easily be applied to other games where
the player controls a single character and where gameplay is
movement-driven as well (cf. [34]). Since our focus was on
studying visual design aspects and how interpretability of the
data is affected by the visual representation, we believe our results extend readily beyond platform games. Future work may,
however, explore the impact of further visual properties on
interpretability and effectiveness of gameplay visualizations.
CONCLUSIONS

Visualizations have the potential to change the face of GUR
because they are, if properly designed, quick and easy to understand and are capable of visualizing complex player data to
produce an accurate, specific, actionable, and motivational representation of user test findings suitable for the GUR process.
However, visualizations can only realize their full potential if
the visual design is appropriate and facilitates the analysis of
data while at the same time avoiding misinterpretations. The
key contribution of this paper resides in assessing the impact
of different visual designs and the way game developers interpret them. Since GUR continues adjusting HCI techniques for
the entertainment sphere, this work advances the discussion
by addressing how alternative visual designs inform designers
and, in turn, make a different impact on the design process.
Our results show how changing visual properties such as transparency and shading of colored map-overlays affects interpretation of the data and facilities different tasks. We showed
how the different investigated versions of the visual properties
influence the effectiveness of the whole visualization with respect to important GUR criteria. Moreover, game developers
had different preferences about the visual design depending on
their role. Based on our results we have summarized the benefits and limitations of the different variants which can serve as
practical guidelines for the design of gameplay data visualizations. Moreover, our findings also show that the impact visual
design choices can exert is multidimensional and should not
be viewed in isolation. As such, further work is needed to gain
a broader understanding of the implications of design choices
and to establish best practices for GUR visualization design.
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